ADDITIONAL NOTE CONCERNING USE OF FINALFINISH™
Compounds #1 and #2 are not recommended
for use in the acceptable shooting factory
barrel or the hand-lapped barrel!
A hand-lapped custom barrel, or a factory
barrel that is already shooting acceptable groups
[see NOTE on reverse], should already have good
interior bore uniformity. However, when barrels
are chambered, annular tool marks are created
in the chamber and throat areas by the chambering reamer. Polishing most of the tool marks
out of the chamber is relatively easy; removing
the tool marks from the throat is not.
This is where FinalFinish™ performs
extremely well, and this will be its primary
function on these barrels. When using the
FinalFinish™ kit for smoothing and polishing
the throat, it is recommended that only the #3
through #5 polishing compounds be used.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
“GOOD” BARRELS [SEE NOTE]

Use 10 bullets of #3, followed by 10 bullets
of #4, and 10 bullets of #5. This is a total of 30
bullets. Clean between each 10 rounds.
This will polish the throat of your barrel as
well as polish the bore for extended accurate
shooting and ease of cleaning.
Now you will be on course to use the balance of the bullets in the FinalFinish™ kit. The
remaining bullets of compound #3, #4, and #5
can be used after the barrel is 1/2 to 2/3 worn
to rejuvenate the throat area.

[NOTE] – In our summation, the difference
between an acceptable shooting barrel and one
that is not is the difference between a rifle that
will shoot 1/2 inch groups at 100 yards versus
one that shoots 1-1/2 inch groups. Keep in
mind, not all custom barrels perform well, and
some barrel makers hand lap some of their barrels but not others. Testing starting accuracy is
the best way to determine whether you should
follow the standard FinalFinish™ instructions
or limit use to compounds #3, #4, and #5.

OTHER PRODUCTS
Other FinalFinish™ products include specially coated loaded .22 rimfire ammunition.
The FinalFinish™ .22 Rimfire Kit is designed
to uniform, smooth, and polish the bores on
your favorite rimfire rifles and handguns.
Also, new FinalFinish™ centerfire calibers
are available and include .303, 8mm (.32), 338,
and .375.
Please visit us online at zediker.com for
product information and purchase, and all the
latest FinalFinish™ information and updates.
While you’re there, check out other products by David Tubb, including his championship proven SpeedLock™ firearms ignition
enhancement line for bolt action rifles and the
Ruger® 10-22™; and the ergonomic SlipGrip™
pistol grip extension for AR15-type rifles.
New products are always in the works!

SEE WWW.ZEDIKER.COM FOR MORE!
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